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Don’t Miss A Three Week Foodie Celebration: 5pm.co.uk Launches Dine Out Edinburgh



Over 30 of Edinburgh’s top restaurants have teamed up with restaurant booking website 5pm.co.uk for a

three week foodie celebration. 



Dine Out Edinburgh (http://www.5pm.co.uk/dine-out-edinburgh), which will run from 12th September to 2nd

October, will offer diners meals at many of Edinburgh’s top restaurants for just £15.95.



The price will include two or three courses, sometimes including a drink, allowing food lovers to indulge

at their favourite restaurants without breaking the bank.



Dine Out Edinburgh



Diners will be able to book Dine Out Edinburgh offers online at 5pm.co.uk (http://www.5pm.co.uk/) and

search through menus and user reviews to find their perfect meal.



Participating restaurants include luxury dining establishments such as Cafe St Honore

(http://www.5pm.co.uk/restaurant/edinburgh/new-town/cafe_st_honore/) and Galvin Brasserie de Luxe

(http://www.5pm.co.uk/restaurant/edinburgh/west-end/galvin-brasserie-de-luxe/), laid back bar food like

56 North (http://www.5pm.co.uk/restaurant/edinburgh/south-side/56_north/) and Sygn Bar & Kitchen

(http://www.5pm.co.uk/restaurant/edinburgh/new-town/sygn/), and Italian restaurants like Al Dente

(http://www.5pm.co.uk/restaurant/edinburgh/city-centre/al-dente/) and Ciao Roma

(http://www.5pm.co.uk/restaurant/edinburgh/old-town/ciao-roma-/). 



The aim of Dine Out Edinburgh is to encourage locals and visitors to the city to participate in

Edinburgh’s thriving restaurant scene.



5pm.co.uk features deals at Edinburgh restaurants (http://www.5pm.co.uk/restaurant/edinburgh/) all year

round, but Dine Out Edinburgh will offer diners even better value with special offers for just £15.95.



Celebration of Edinburgh restaurants



5pm Edinburgh Restaurants Manager Daniel Strachan said Dine Out Edinburgh will be a celebration of

Edinburgh Restaurants.



He said: “Edinburgh has one of the most exciting restaurant scenes in the UK, taking in Michelin stars,

Scottish cuisine, street food pop ups, hip burger joints, and lots more.”



“The aim of Dine Out Edinburgh is to celebrate the capital’s restaurants and encourage foodies to get

out there and enjoy them. If there’s a restaurant in Edinburgh you’ve been meaning to try for ages,

this is your chance!”
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“At 5pm, we firmly believe dining in quality restaurants should not just be enjoyed by those with a lot

of money. Dine Out Edinburgh allows food lovers to experience Edinburgh’s best restaurants without

breaking the bank.”



Cafe St Honore’s Chef and and Director Neil Forbes spoke of his enthusiasm for taking part in Dine Out

Edinburgh.



He said: I'm delighted to be taking part in 5pm's Dine Out Edinburgh. It's going to be a fun few weeks,

with so many interesting and varied places to choose from and great value for money.”



“I'm looking forward to taking part and being able to give diners a chance to dine out in style."



About 5pm.co.uk



5pm.co.uk was launched in Glasgow in 2001 by restaurateur Ronnie Somerville and businessman Charles Shaw.

Originally a restaurant booking website, it has since expanded to offer daily deals, hotels and spa and

beauty bookings. 



The site also offers consumers the opportunity to read and write reviews. These are real and honest

assessments written by customers who have dined at the restaurants reviewed or used the beauty salons in

question.



For more information contact: Maureen McKendry (5pm.co.uk Marketing Executive)

0141 204 7841 -- maureen.mckendry@5pm.co.uk
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